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TecnoWall will be at this year’s Car-
avan Salon Düsseldorf, exhibiting a 
new product of certain interest to 

manufacturers who use sandwich panel 
bodies. The company, located in the area 
of Tuscany in which the majority of Italian 
RV makers are situated, has always been 
committed to improving the construction 
of sandwich panel RV bodies. TecnoWall 
has created a new system for uniting the 

For years, TecnoWall has been engaged in researching reliable, long-lasting solutions for the construc-
tion of sandwich panel bodywork: the latest outcome is the SY 110 system which creates a rounded 
joint between the wall and roof, with glass fibre covering to eliminate the risk of water infiltration
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wall and roof with a curved joint which 
combines attractive styling with value for 
money.

The SY 110 project
“We have perfected an innovative system 
for easily curving the glass fibre in the joint 
between the wall and roof,” says Yuri Pieri-
ni, owner and Sales Director for TecnoWall, 
“which satisfies the requirements of the in-

creasing number of RV makers who want 
to make their products stand out with styl-
ish rounded corners but without using sup-
plementary cover profiles. A curved joint 
profile is certainly nothing new, they’ve 
been around for years: but TecnoWall is of-
fering its solution to manufacturers using 
glass fibre who want - for a variety of rea-
sons - to use small radius joints. Up to now, 
the smallest possible radius was 130 mm, 
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because the glass fibre caused cracking of 
the surface gelcoat. We are presenting this 
new product at the Düsseldorf Caravan Sa-
lon, and a number of campers using this 
system will already be on show: so far, ex-
clusively for a single manufacturer, but it 
will soon also be available to other mak-
ers. The product is an excellent solution for 
RVs, but I believe it could also be used for 
making the bodies of goods transport vehi-
cles with innovative styling.”
The system uses a curved aluminium extru-
sion to support the core material (such as 
polystyrene) over which the sheet of glass 
fibre is laid with the specified radius of 
curvature. The aluminium extrusion, which 
TecnoWall has made for the application, 
has reinforcing ribs internally and exter-
nal protrusions which fit perfectly into the 
CNC milled grooves in the roof and wall 
panels. The joint between the wall and roof 
is made under the line of curvature when 
one uses screws to go beyond the section 
of the roof panel to engage the external 
aluminium T profile. This profile remains 
in view externally on the wall panel and 
can also be used as a styling element of 
the wall itself. One has to apply sealant to 
areas exposed to water, but no sealant is 
visible, and infiltration is prevented in the 
long term. The system is completed in the 
vehicle’s interior with a PVC panel which 
snaps into the curved aluminium profile to 
conceal it from view inside the vehicle. The 
space between the aluminium profile and 
the plastic cover panel is ideal for routing 
cables. The PVC cover panel can remain 
exposed or concealed inside cabinets and 
wardrobes. The cover panel runs along the 
entire length of the curved aluminium pro-
file, and is thus ideal for routing cables as 
well as providing access for maintenance.
“After many years of experience in the con-
struction of sandwich panels, I realised that 
glass fibre sheets work well when they are 
bent properly,” says Yuri Pierini “with the 
appropriate radius of curvature, and risk 
damage when they are not properly sup-
ported by the polystyrene core, since the 
twisting of the vehicle’s body as it moves 
causes the finish gelcoat to crack. We thus 
looked for a way to bend the glass fibre 
sheet so that it was properly supported 
by the core material. We invested in the 
creation of two aluminium extrusions, to 
which we added a PVC cover panel to fin-
ish the system. The aim was to create a re-
liable system which is aesthetically pleasing 
and also quick and easy to install.”

Stylish and easy to install
The objective has been achieved in full. The 
SY 110 project, which is presented official-
ly at CSD 2021, offers a joint between the 
wall and roof panels with a radius of 110 
mm, thus assuring a pleasing finished ef-
fect and - first and foremost - fast installa-
tion on the assembly line. The roof panel is 
made, the glass fibre and polystyrene are 
bent around the curved aluminium extru-
sion, and then the wall panel is moved up 
and the two elements secured to each oth-
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The Italian sandwich panel manufactur-
ing company TecnoWall was founded in 
2001 in Tavarnelle Val di Pesa, working 
straightaway in RV market. In 2006, 
the company’s production site was 
transferred to Poggibonsi, with a sub-
sequent increase in production space 
in 2009. Today, the business provides 
employment for about thirty people, 
availing itself of a covered production 
site measuring 5800 square meters. 
TecnoWall continues to operate in the 
motorhome body segment, supplying 
companies with the highest quality in 
sandwich panels for walls, roofs and 
floors because TecnoWall is still the only 
one in the market to have 3 differ types 
of polyurethane gluing equipment.  
With a strong presence throughout the 
European recreational vehicle market, 
TecnoWall also boasts business relations 
with manufacturers in China, Australia 
and South Africa. The motorhome sec-
tor predominates, but the company also 
works in the naval and heavy transport 
vehicle sector, in addition to producing 
panels for the construction of prefabri-
cated housing. TecnoWall possesses UNI 
EN ISO 9001:2000 certification.
From 2019 TecnoWall owns the certifi-
cate for China compulsory product Cer-
tification named CCC, also. TecnoWall it 
is in fact, at the moment, the only Eu-
ropean sandwich panel’s manufacturer 
to have that Chinese Certification in RV 
market.
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Stages of assembly

Insert the aluminium radius 
profile into the roof channel and 
fix it with screw to the roof itself

Use the plastic cover to 
close all the bending system

Lay the roof on the side-
wall and fasten at the 
same time the aluminium 
radius profile, the side-wall 
and the external junction 
profile using screw

Fold the roof and the 
radius profile and fix 
it with screw to the 
aluminium
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er with the aluminium T profile. The instal-
lation is completed by covering the curved 
profile inside the vehicle with a PVC extru-
sion, which snaps into the grooves in the 
curved profile.

TecnoWall is thus continuing to innovate 
in two directions: on the one hand by 
making sandwich panels for Italian and 
European RV manufacturers, and on the 
other by offering the most demanding RV 
makers its rigid polyurethane composites 
under the tradenames FibroPlast and Tec-
noPlast, as a replacement for conventional 
wooden slats.


